
Halogens  
G/EC Velocity because it is the membrane’s infrafracture to disease, and its melting point.  
 
Halogens use oxygen and its recessions made by magnetic pulls into one unique air contraction 
of defined orbit depending speed on Type: b in estrogens.  
 

Im£|[A 
 
Cancer and the neurotic cells  
Intricate placement to left eye adjacency. I of 1/# proportionate field of gravity.  In glucose the 
cerebellum reacts as impulses based on filtrations in the membrane sits in equal squares of 
sound to light adherence at ⅔ its appropriate to standardize weight of infinite mass. The xYt 
(time and place) is the exact infrastructure of elevated weight at ⅔ lights adjacency in adjacency 
parallels (m)l.  
 
Halogen —> cן —< acids —[nutrogen y eye cells]_—> N3 solidity. (Kinetic p°).  
 
Science can define these instances between the True tie (force field- nucleus relativity at 3/3 
instance speeds systems of the cortex ^[frontal lobe]. A it’s variable instance of Instinctive 
energy pulls to diameters).  Salts.  
 
Force fields to mass  
Define by the cerebral cortex of its 1,5 hydrogenated Systems in microorganisms that sit in the 
spatial reliance, involving equal pressures to proportionate weights to inherit full resistance at 
electronic speed in force to Reality.  
 
Hydrogen peroxide. Kills living germs.  
 
In its variable weight so solidity does from halogens in equalized or concentrated pressures 
(absorbed by water) its instinctive variable to [N2] of estrogen (hormonal imbalances released 
into the air). Hydrogen. The orientation between consciousness and unconsciousness, 1 mass 
per (2) in hederosexual at 3x its force velocity. The median of standard time is the heart.  
 
Instinctively the variable releases estrogen through sound in radial activity and shares under 
specific mechanisms o » the mind has to timed levels of attraction. Impulses are then through 
retinol ~cornea extraction beneath what is True of System Reality or forced into adjacent levels 
released into the organs. Hyperthermia.  
 
[Abstract](s); RS_|_90° (li, II, I) 1:Sound at different proportions. The hydro nucleus and its 
breakdown. In N,Y,P. Thé nitrogen subatomic principle.   
 
Because nutrogen is found in 1 invisible mass called human. On an elevated level of 3/3 timed 
its adjunct weight- the atomic, 1:thé Subatomic proportion, and thé Eye. **Ti 



 

 



 
Busted.  

Nucleic force fields.  


